The objective of this paper is to develop an implicit, monolithic, nite element (FE) scheme for the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. The design of the method is based on the pressure stability properties of an implicit second order in time fractional step (FS) method, which is conditionally stable. The nal monolithic scheme preserves the second order accuracy of the FS method, and it is unconditionally stable (i.e. stable for all timestep sizes). In addition, it is shown that the nal pressure stabilizing term is practically the same fourth order pressure term added by some authors, but following di erent arguments, to obtain high order accurate results. It is also shown that the nal stabilized convective term is a formally second order discretization of the advective operator. Finally, a non-linear numerical switch was designed to lower the discretization order in ow regions where the solution could present o ver or undershoots, which can inhibit the algorithm convergence. Some numerical examples are presented.
Introduction
Among the schemes developed over the last decade for the solution of the incompressible NS equations (monolithic schemes 16, 1 3 ], projection or fractional step (FS) schemes 8, 1 9 , 3 , 2 2 , 2 5 , 2 0 , 2 1 ], arti cial compressibility (AC) 7, 2 6 , 24, 2 3 , 1 4 , 1 8 ] , preconditioning of the compressible NS equations 27, 6, 28] , etc,) the FS schemes yields highly accurate pressure-stable results by i n tegrating in an explicit manner the advective terms of the equations. However, the timestep imposed by the smallest elements may be orders of magnitude smaller than the timestep required to obtain time-accurate results (physical timestep). For many classes of problems, e.g. biological ows (blood and air ow) and environmental ows (contaminant release), this implies tens of thousands of timesteps per simulation, rendering the schemes impractical. Most of the arti cial compressibility and preconditioned schemes su er from the same shortcomming. On the other hand, the monolithic schemes treat, in general, the advective term in an implicit manner, which avoids the mentioned disadvantages. Nevertheless, these methods are very expensive from a computational point of view: the velocity and pressure discrete equations are coupled. For this reason, it is desirable to develop an implicit monolithic but uncoupled scheme, which i s u n c o nditionally stable, in order to allow using timestep sizes of the order of magnitude required for the physical problem. To reach the mentioned objective, an implicit second order FS method is presented. The pressure stability o f such approach holds only for timestep sizes larger than a critical one. This property i s u s e d t o d e v elop a stabilized monolithic scheme, which preserves the second order accuracy. The stabilized monolithic scheme is fractioned again to obtain an uncoupled algorithm for its solution. Finally, the splitting error of the last fractioned method is eliminated, obtaining the desired implicit second-order monolithic formulation, which is solved in an uncoupled manner. Some numerical examples are presented to verify the stability properties of the nal method.
Second Order FE-FS scheme
The incompressible NS equations to be solved here are: (2) where is the ow domain, t is the time variable, (0 t f ) the time interval for the simulation, u the velocity e l d , r the gradient operator, the kinematic viscosity, the Laplacian operator, p the pressure and f the external body forces (i.e. the gravity and the Boussinesq forces).
Let be the viscous stress tensor and n the unit outward normal to the boundary @ . Denoting by a n o verbar prescribed values, the boundary conditions for (2) to be considered here are: u = u on ; du p = p and n = t on ; nu u n = u n n g 1 = t 1 and n g 2 = t 2 on ; mu (3) for t 2 (t 0 t f ). The boundary @ has been considered split into three sets of disjoint components ; du , ; nu and ; mu , the latter being the part where mixed conditions are prescribed: the normal velocity and the tangent stresses. ; u n , the superscripts n and refer to the time step and to the trapezoidal rule discretization parameter, respectively.ũ is the intermediate velocity, which i s i n troduced to allow the momentum splitting. For = 1 the standard backward Euler scheme is obtained, which has a temporal error of O( t). The value = 0 :5 gives the standard Crank Nicholson scheme, which i s s e cond order accurate in time O( t 2 ). The error due to taking implicit advective and viscous terms in (4) can be estimated in a straighforward manner by obtainingũ n+1 from (6) 
where p n+ = (p n+1 ; p n ) + ( 1 ; )(p n ; p n;1 ).
Clearly the rst ve terms of (7) are the momentum equation discretized in time using the method, and the nal two the error, which are of order O( t ) with 2. Hence, the error of the implicit scheme is of the same order than the error of the stabilizing term O( t 2 ) ( r s t term of (5)), and therefore, it has the same order of approximation than an explicit FS scheme. The variational discrete form of (4)- (6) At this point, it is important t o i n troduce the associated matrix structure of (8) (14) is the error coming from the implicit treatment of the advective and viscous terms, which is (also formally demonstrated) of order O( t 2 ) (see equation (7)).
It is shown in 10] that the pressure stability of the above second order FS scheme holds only for tlarge enough. In order to avoid the pressure inestabilities for small t, the formulation can be reinterpreted as a stabilized monolithic scheme following the cited reference. The function spaceṼ h is the same space V h but without boundary conditions. This is, (18) does not have a n y prescribed value. is the critical timestep to avoid spurious pressure oscillations, which turns out to be the same critical time step to integrate the advective term explicity. The stability a n d c o n vergence analysis dictates that it must behave as 2, 16, 9 ] : = h 2 4 + 2 jujh (19) where h and juj are the typical element size and element velocity. Therefore, this parameter has to be computed element b y element in a real problem. The matrix structure of (16)- (18) (14)- (15). The main di erence is that now, the stability problem is independent o f t, and that the error due to the implicit treatment of the advective and viscous terms (E (U   n+   ) in (14)) is automatically eliminated.
At this point, it is important to nd an e cient w ay t o solve the stabilized monolithic formulation. The rst idea was to solve (20)- (22) for each timestep in a staggered manner, using a block Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi type iteration. This is, for a given timestep, the non-symmetric system (20) is solved using a diagonal preconditioned GM-RES ( generalized method of residuals) algorithm, then, a CG-ILU (conjugate gradient preconditioned with an incomplete LU factorization) is used for the symmetric and positive semide nite system (21), and nally, (22) is treated in an explicit manner by using a lumped approximation of M . The algorithm is repeated until convergence into the timestep, and then, the variables are updated to go at the following time step.
However, in most of the cases, the whole system (20)- (22) is very ill-conditioned and the staggered solution does not converge at all. Then, the system must be preconditioned. To do that, the problem (20)- (22) can be fractioned again, obtaining the following FS stabilized scheme:
: (28) This last FS scheme, adding the advective stabilizing terms that will be presented below, is very e ective for low Reynolds (Re) n umber problems 10]. Nevertheless, it was tested for a backward facing step problem at high Re number attaining convergence to the steady-state solution only for small t, e.g. for tof order 10 ;2 . The numerical experience pointed out that the source of the problem is the velocity correction step (27) (note that the correction is multiplied by t). It is clear that for the steady-state solution such step can be omitted. Doing this for the mentioned high Re number problem, the convergence was attained for all timestep sizes. Finally, note that for the monolithic formulation the velocity c o rrection step does not appear, therefore, the problem was reformulated as follows.
First,Ũ n+1 was obtained from (27) and the result was inserted in (25) to arrive at the following system:
where E(U n+ ) is the FS implicit error of O( t 2 ) (see (7)). However, such term can be eliminated as in (20) It is easy to see that the problem (33)-(35) is exactly the same than the stabilized monolithic problem (20)- (22), except for the term tL(P n+1 ; P n ) in (34). This is a positive de nite (L is the standard Laplacian matrix) O( t 2 ) term, which preconditions the whole system (20)- (22), and allows the staggered Gauss-Seidel type uncoupled solution proposed before to converge.
It is clear that the steady-state solution of (33)-(35) is exactly the same than the solution of the stabilized monolithic problem (20)- (22) . However, the transient results could be slightly di erent (only order O( t 2 ) di erent) due to the preconditioning second order term. Such small shortcoming can be easily removed but rewriting such term as tL(P (38) whereM l is the lumped mass matrix. Basically, i n t h i snal formulation the convergence of the block Gauss-Seidel uncoupled solution is enforced by the rst term of (37), while the pressure stability is attained by the second term of the same equation.
Pressure Stabilizing Term
If the second term of (37), which comes from the bilinear form ( (rp h ; h ) rq h ), is computed in the center of the edge (element) (k k+ 1 ) of a one dimensional problem using linear elements of size h, the following contribution is obtained at the left hand side (LHS) of (37) 
Then, taking into account t h a t is proportional to h or to h 2 for convective or viscous dominated ows respectively (see (19) ), the pressure stabilizing term is formally at least a fourth order term.
Advective Stabilization
In this work, the advective term of the NS equations was stabilized by using a high order SUPG (Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin) formulation, based on the higher order stabilization used for the pressure. Basically, the nal discrete problem is as follows: 8 (v h q h ṽ h ṽ h ) 2 V h Q h Ṽ h Ṽ h . The superscript i stands for the block Gauss-Seidel iteration numberinto the timestep, and the critical timestep has been introduced into the discrete forms to indicate that it has to be computed element b y element.
In the above f o r m ulation, the advective term are stabilized by the fth LHS term of (44), which is the substraction of the classical streamline di usion term 4, 2 5 ] and its projection onto the nite element space. In this sense, the stabilizing term is the orthogonal projection of the classical SUPG term onto the nite element space. Furthermore, observe that if the advective operator u r ( ) i s replaced by the pressure one r( ) in the residual and the test function terms, the advective and pressure stabilization terms are exactly the same. Then, the one dimensional stencil of the advective stabilization term is equal as the stencil presented in equation (39), replacing p by u and by juj 2 , which m a k es it a high order streamline di usion.
The stabilization methods presented in this work has been generalized by Codina in 11, 12] as the OSS (orthogonal sub-scales stabilization) method. The main difference with the method presented in this work, is the preconditioning term t(rp n+1 i h ; r p n+1 i;1 h rq h ) used to enforce the convergence of the block Gauss-Seidel uncoupled solution, of the nal monolithic system of equations.
Finally, the 1D stencil for the node k of the convective terms, Galerkin and stabilized contributions (2nd and 5th LHS terms of (44) (1)- (2) is solution of (44)- (47), and when the mesh size h tends to zero, not only the stabilizing \viscosity" (see equation (19) ). In addition, if = 0:5 is used for the trapezoidal rule (Crank Nicholson), it is formally second order accurated in time, and it is clear from the discrete form (44)-(47), that the steady-state solution does not depend on the timestep size.
Monotonicity Preserving Term
The high order streamline di usion could not avoid localized oscillations, overshoot and undershoots, which m a y deteriorate the convergence of the formulation. Even though most of the numerical problems that have been solved to date have not presented such anomalies, a type of non-linear numerical switch had to be designed for some of them to avoid local spurious oscillations. The idea is to identify the strongly convective o w r egions by the di erence between the convective term and its projection. Then, at each iteration, a variable is computed within each element a s :
= ku h r u h ; h k ku h r u h k + k h k (50) where k k is the euclidian norm of the vector enclosed.
It is straighforward to see that 0 1, taking values close to zero where the velocity eld presents a smooth variation, and close to one in ow regions having sharp gradients.
Hence, a numerical switch to lower the discretization order in such sharp gradient regions, is obtained by m ultiplying the high order SUPG term (last LHS term in with C 1 constant. In general C = 2 , w h i c h means that for values of between zero and 0.5 (smooth zones) the convective term discretization is formally second order, and for higher values of (sharp gradient regions) it goes from second to rst order, obtaining over/undershoot free solutions. As mentioned before, for most of the numerical problems was taken to 1 (formally second order SUPG discretization). This was the case of all the numerical examples presented in this work.
Numerical Examples

Backward-Facing Step
The rst example considered is the laminar backwardfacing step at di erent Re numbers. It was performed to verify the e ectivity o f t h e monolithic formulation (44)-(47) and of the block Gauss-Seidel uncoupled solution scheme, to deal with steady-state problems at low and high Re. The problem geometry and mesh is shown in Figure 1 (the vertical direction has been scaled in all the plots). Aspect ratio of the backward-facing step H to the overall sectional width is 1:2 and the total length in the horizontal direction is 20H. A fully developed parabolic velocity pro le is prescribed at the in ow boundary. At the out ow, the pressure and the viscous stresses were set to zero. The mesh is composed of 990 linear triangles and 544 nodal points. According Armaly et al. 1], the Re number will be based on the average value of the inlet velocity pro le and the cross-sectional width of the whole domain. For Re < 500, there exists only one recirculation zone behind the step. For higher values of Re, another recirculation zone appears at the top wall of the channel. Experimental results indicate that a third recirculation zone appears at the bottom of the wall for values of Re > 1000. The numerical results agree very well for Re < 600 with those that can be found in the above mentioned reference. For brevity, they have not been included here, and only those for Re = 1000 are included. For such high Re number, the stabilized second order FS scheme (25)-(28), failed to converge for large t (it only converged for timestep size of order 10 ;2 ) as was mentioned before. However, the nal monolithic scheme (44)-(47) was very e ective, it converged to the same steady-state solution for t from 0.01 to 1.0. In addition, the convergence was held not only by using the backward Euler scheme = 1:0, but also using the Crank Nicholson scheme = 0:5, which, as it is well known, is less dissipative. In Figure 1 the streamline pattern is presented. The length of the vortex behind the step is approximately 13.0, and the experimental result is 14.3. Taking into account that some discrepancies should be expected due to the three-dimensionality of the experimental ow at this Re number, the results is good. Due to the length of the channel, the other two recirculation zones could not be captured completely. However, the important result is the excellent c o n vergence of the numerical scheme for high Re numbers. Finally, in Figure 1 the pressure eld is presented. Note that there are no pressure re ections at the out ow. The pressure gradient is parallel to the horizontal direction. standard one, and a turbulent case at Re = 10 5 . For the laminar case, no-slip conditions were prescribed on the cylinder surface u = (0 0). For the turbulent one, (n ) û = wall and u n = 0 w as prescribed on the cylinder, where n is the unit exterior normal vector, and u is the unit vector in the velocity direction (which is tangent t o t h e w all). wall = ;C w juj 2 and C w is a positive c o n s t a n t w h i c h w as set to 0:03 for the example. For both cases, the laminar and the turbulent one, the velocity w as prescribed to u = ( 1 0) at in ow, and at the top and bottom boundaries. At o u t o w, the pressure and the viscous stresses were set to zero. The turbulent model used for the Re = 1 0 5 case was Smagorinsky, w h i c h adds a elemental turbulent viscosity o f :
where C = 0 :01 is a positive constant, h the element s i z e , "(u) the velocity symmetric-gradient tensor, and ( ) : ( ) the tensorial scalar product. Figure 2 presents the pressure eld and a detail of the velocities around the cylinder for a given time step. The main results are shown in Figure 3 , where the vertical pressure force over the cylinder is plotted for both cases. The period for Re = 100 laminar case is approximately 6.1 which is in good agreement with the reported ones. For Re = 1 0 5 , it is around 4.8 , but the wave amplitude is higher. Such v alues strongly depend on the chosen value for C w . For both cases = 0 :5 (Crank Nicholson scheme, second order accurate) was used for the temporal discretization, and a timestep size of 0:1 w h i c h corresponds to a Courant n umber of 4.0 approximately. If is set to = 1:0 (backward Euler scheme, rst order accurate), the wave amplitude decreased a 50% approximately, but the period is maintained. This is the typical behaviour of the rst order Backward Euler scheme, which present errors in the wave amplitude but not in its phase. This rst 3D example consist of computing the blood ow in a glass prototype of the carotid arteries, with a 65% of diameter reduction (stenosis) at the internal carotid (ICA) junction. In Figure 4 the surface mesh, and the cut position (A-A') where experimental results are available, are shown. Such empirical data were obtained by phase-contrast MRA (Magnetic Resonance Angiography, see 5] for details). The Reynolds number of the problem based on the maximum velocity ( u = 40cm=seg) and diameter ( = 0 :8cm) a t i n o w, is approximately 740. The boundary conditions are: Velocity equal zero at solid walls, constant parabolic velocity pro le at in ow and at the external carotid out ow ( t h e o w i n s u c h branch w as set to 57% of the injected one based on the experimental measurements), and p = 0 at the ICA out ow. In Figure 5 the steady state pressure eld and boundary velocity vectors are presented. The high pressure drop around the stenosis is well captured. In Figure 6 the strong recirculation zone produced by the contraction can also be observed. Finally, in Figure 7 , a comparison between the computed and experimental velocity elds is presented. A v ery good agreement in the velocity pattern was obtained. Moreover, the velocity peaks were also captured: The error between the experimental and numerical values falls into the error margin of the measurements. This transient example is a real 3D case, which is included here to evaluate the computer time savings using the implicit monolithic scheme, compared with a second order accurate explicit FS method. The problem consist of computing the blood ow rate at the outlets of a p o r t i o n o f t h e brain arteries (Circle of Willis), by i mposing a periodic inlet ow rate curve. In Figure 8 the surface mesh of the problem is presented. The volume mesh consisted of 3.997.447 linear elements and 726.270 nodal points. In Figure 9 , the ow pattern for a speci c time step is presented before and after one of the arteries was temporary clipped, and also the shear stress eld. The temporary clipping is a common neuro-surgical procedure to facilitate aneurysm elimination.
This problem was run using a timestep size of 0.012, which corresponds to 64 time steps for ow rate period. The critical time step that had to be used for the explicit solver was of the order of 10 ;5 , which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the timestep used for the implicit scheme. Even though the explicit solver time solution is cheaper than the implicit one, the implicit scheme was more than 10 times faster than the explicit method to simulate three periods of the ow. 
Conclusions
An implicit second-order accurate monolithic scheme was presented to solve incompressible ow problems. Thenal system of equations resulting from the time and space discretization are solved in each time step in an uncoupled manner, by using a block Gauss-Seidel type algorithm, and a preconditioner for the pressure (or incompressibility) equation. The incompressible and convective terms where stabilized using an OSS scheme. For the incompressibility equation, it was demonstrated that such methods reduce to the same fourth order pressure term added by some authors to obtain high order accurate results. For the convective one, it was shown that the OSS stabilization is nothing but a second order approximation of the respective c o n vective operator. The numerical experience indicates that the formulation is very e cient for all Reynolds numbers, and that its time accuracy is excellent. Such scheme seems to be very e cient for transient cases, when the critical time step of the problem is some orders of magnitude smaller than the time step requires to obtain time-accurate results (physical timestep). Furthermore, a numerical switch w as developed to avoid spurious under and overshoots that may appear in high gradient zones.
Finally, four numerical examples (two bidimensional and two real 3D cases) were presented, which demonstrated the performance of the proposed methodology.
